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FIG. 2

FIG. 1

Begin by removing the existing leather strap on the OEM seat. Do this by unscrewing the OEM 
M6 screw (Item 5). As mentioned above, the leather strap will no longer be required.

Slide the Pyramid Seat Cowl (Item 1) over the seat. Locate and align the holes and then 
re-insert the OEM M6 screw (Item 5), together with both rubber washer (Item 2) and plastic 
washer (Item 3) in the order detailed in ‘FIG. 2’.

Replicate this on the other side. Please do not tighten the screws until the seat cowl is sitting 
correctly over the seat. Then tighten until sufficient resistance. Overtightening can cause 
damage to the seat cowl.damage to the seat cowl.

The seat cowl has now been fully fitted, as shown in ‘FIG. 1’.

Please Note: We advise that all fixings are checked periodically.

The Pyramid Seat Cowl for the XSR 900 utilises the existing mounting locations on the seat. You 
may prefer to remove the seat before fitting the seat cowl, but this is not necessary in order to 
complete the installation.

Assembly Instructions

OEM Parts (From the Motorcycle):
M6 x 40mm Dome-Head ScrewOEM XSR 900X25.

Please note: The leather handling strap which is fitted to the OEM seat will become obsolete 
upon fitment of the Pyramid Seat Cowl.

XSR 900 Seat Cowl
M6 x 22mm Rubber Washer
M6 Flat Plastic Washer
Included Decals for 12425DZ (Blue Cowl)
Included Decals for 12425FZ (Black Cowl)

12425
CWASM60007
CWASM60004
CBRA0207
CBRA0208
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Kit Includes:

Any questions?
sales@pyramidmoto.co.uk
+44 (0)1427 677990
www.pyramidmoto.co.uk

Follow us on social media and 
feel free to leave us a review!

An instructional video showing how to 
fit the decals can be found within the 
product listing description


